
Fences and Windows
Democracy, globalization and a “new” global 
social movement



Fences and Windows

Klein focuses on fences (literal and virtual)--barriers to 
democracy/democratic practices/action

part of a global ideology

new social movement seeks to reclaim democracy 

through direct action, participation, demands of 
transparency and accountability of politicians and 
corporations 



globalization

increased mobility of....

products/people

people: urban movement  and  remittances

products: interconnected economies

borders: new and old

“new” rules: economic

diffusion of power



The WTO
trade, democracy and social justice



The WTO: what we know

1995: 149 member nations

“implement and oversee global trade policies”

Non-elected delegates/elected Director General

“Industry Sector Advisory Committees” &“Councils for 
trade”

ministerial conference at least every 2 years

no transparency 



one vote per member nation

but NO votes have EVER occur instead

“consensus” :

no paper trail, no formal votes so no record of 
accountability

in practice: developing nations have less voice (less 
to bargain with) less power

decision-making



WTO expands trade rules

new frame for trade to include:

AOA (agreement on agriculture)

services

intellectual property

TRIPS (trade related aspects of intellectual property 
rights) agreement



challenges:
“windows of dissent”

not “anti-globalization”

instead--redefine what globalization looks like how it 
works--goals ..what practices are associated with it

direct action movements and protests ( take to the 
streets)

challenging the rules through coalitions

refocus on democracy



What is democracy?

four basic elements:

A political system for choosing and replacing the 
government through free and fair elections.

The active participation of the people, as citizens, in 
politics and civic life.

Protection of the human rights of all citizens.

A rule of law, in which the laws and procedures 
apply equally to all citizens.



What does democracy look like?

how is democracy put into action?

what are the necessary requirements?

should rights be “suspended” or is the point of rights 
to guarantee dissent?

what does democracy look like in terms of the new 
global system we have been discussing in the last 5 
weeks?


